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A solvent sublation using salphen as a ligand was studied and applied for the determination of trace Ni(II),

Co(II) and Cu(II) in water samples. The fundamental study was investigated by a solvent extraction process

because the solvent sublation was done by extracting the floated analytes into an organic solvent from the

aqueous solution. The salphen complexes of Ni(II), Co(II) and Cu(II) ions were formed in an alkaline solution

of more than pH 8 and then they were extracted into m-xylene. It was known that the each metallic ion formed

1 : 1 complex with the salphen and the logarithmic values of extraction constants for the complexes were 3.3

5.1 as an average value. Based on the preliminary study, the procedure was fixed for the separation and

concentration of the analytes in samples. Various conditions such as the pH of solutions, the influence of

NaClO4, the bubbling rate and time of N2 gas, and the type of organic solvent were optimized. The metal-

salphen complexes could be extracted into m-xylene from the solution of more than pH 8, but the pH could be

shifted to acidic solution of pH 6 by the addition of NaClO4. In addition, the solvent sublation efficiency of the

analytes was increased by adding NaClO4. The recovery of 97-115% was obtained in the spiked samples in

which given amounts of 0.3 mg/L Ni(II), 0.8 mg/L Co(II) and 0.04 mg/L Cu(II) were added. 
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Introduction

Since Jacobsen and Katsuki used salen for the epoxy

formation of olefin by the catalytic reaction as a homo-

geneous catalyst of the Mn(II)-salen compound,1,2 the salen

has been widely used in various organic reactions as cata-

lysts of metal-salen complexes because of their high selec-

tivity to the reaction. It was a Schiff's base. Many kinds of

salen complexes of transition elements and aluminum were

synthesized by Hitherto.3 Wang et al. synthesized salen and

salphen as forerunners of effective catalyst for the polymeri-

zation of oligomer compounds.4 And Kleij et al. used Zn(II)-

salen complex for the synthesis of high polymers.5 

But there were not so many cases to use the salen and

salphen as a chelating agent for the separation and determi-

nation of trace inorganic elements. Only two cases had been

reported for the analytical uses until salen and its derivatives

were used in this laboratory. At first, the salen was used as a

Mn(II)-salen complex for the solvent extraction of Mn(II)

from a sample solution.6 Trace Cu(II) was determined by a

solid phase extraction with a salen derivative adsorbed on

the surface of silica gel.7 Therefore some intensive studies

have been performed on the analytical applications of salen

and its derivatives in our laboratory. 

As the first attempt, a solvent extraction with the salen

complex was applied for the determination of trace amount

of Ni(II) in sea water to evaluate the selectivity and reliabi-

lity of this procedure in a complex matrix of the sample.8

The salen was synthesized for ourselves. And a solid phase

extraction was studied for the determination of trace Cu(II),

Pb(II) and Bi(III) by using a salen-XAD resin.9 The salen-

XAD resin was synthesized by the chemical bonding of the

salen on the XAD resin. The extraction was done by a batch

method and the elements adsorbed were dissolved in nitric

acid solution containing Pd(III) to measure AAS absorbances.

Followed the salen-XAD resin study, the salen(NEt2)2 was

bound on the surface of silica gel 60TM (MERCK) by a

diazonium coupling reaction to be applied for the determi-

nation of trace Cu(II), Mn(II), Pb(II) and Zn(II) by the solid

phase extraction.10 The analytes were dissolved from the

silica gel for the AAS measurement. In addition, five kinds

of salen derivatives were synthesized to evaluate their appli-

cability for the analytical purpose. 

In this work, the use of salphen{N,N'-Bis(salicylidene)-

phenylenediamine} was investigated for the solvent sub-

lation to separate and concentrate some trace elements for

the determination. The salphen was another type of salen

derivative. Unlike the ethylenediamine of salen, salphen

included a phenylenediamine as a backbone. The salphen

was synthesized and used to form metal-salphen complexes

for the extraction of metal ions into a solvent. 

The solvent sublation was a combined technique of a

flotation and a solvent extraction. The salphen complexes

were floated by bubbling gas and the floated complexes

were extracted into a light solvent on the surface of original

sample solution.11 The sublation had a good advantage to

pre-concentrate analytes with a big ratio from large volume

sample to a small volume of solvent. Besides, some
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necessary fundamental studies were done for the effective

sublation of elements by the solvent extraction to optimize

sublation conditions. And the recovery test was performed to

evaluate the applicability to practical analysis of real samples.

Experimental Section

Reagents and instruments. Analytical grade of reagents

were used without further purification and a deionized water

was made by the purification of distilled water with MILLI-

QTM water system of Millipore company. All solvents used

were of HPLC grade. The salphen was dissolved in DMF. 

The structure of the salphen synthesized was identified

with 300 MHz 1H NMR spectrometer of Varian OXFORD

mecury 300. Atomic absorption spectrophotometer of Perkin-

Elmer, Model 2380, was used to measure the absorbance of

analytes. 

Synthesis of salphen. After dissolving one mole of

phenylenediamine (Baker, USA) in 150 mL of ethyl alcohol

at room temperature, two mole of salicylaldehyde (Aldrich,

USA) was added into the solution, stirring with a magnetic

stirrer slowly. The yellow crystal of salphen was obtained 8

hours later and the crystal was purified by the re-crystalli-

zation of it in the cold solvent of ethyl alcohol and n-hexane.

The salphen was identified by NMR spectrum as shown in

Table 1. The synthetic procedure was shown as Scheme 1.

Extraction constants of metal-salphens. After one liter

of deionized water was taken in an erlenmeyer flask, one

mole of NaCl was added to control the sample matrix and

the pH was adjusted to 8 with KH2PO4/NaOH buffer

solution. A series of 25 mL solution were taken in separatory

funnels and the 20 mg/L standard solutions of Ni(II), Co(II)

and Cu(II) were added in each solution. The salphen solution

in DMF was added to the separatory funnels, increasing the

concentration. In this case, the salphen was a limiting

reagent to form metal complexes. After 25 mL of m-xylene

was added to each funnel, the funnels were shaken for 30

minutes with a mechanical shaker to partition the complex to

the solvent. The extracted complexes were back-extracted

into 25 mL of 3 mol/L nitric acid solution to measure the

absorbance of elements. From the concentration of the

analytes measured in the nitric acid solution, the concen-

tration of each element extracted was calculated as a

concentration in the original aqueous solution. And the

concentration remained in the original solution was obtained

by subtracting the calculated value from the initially given

concentration. Then, the distribution ratios, the extraction

constants and the composition of complexes were calculated

by using the corresponding equations. 

Determination of elements by a solvent sublation. After

1.0 L of sample solution was taken in an erlenmeyer flask, a

given amount of NaCl was added to this solution to control

the solution matrix at 0.1 mol/L NaCl. And 28 mL of 0.2

mol/L NaClO4 solution was added and the pH was adjusted

at 8 by adding KH2PO4/NaOH buffer solution. A 30 mL of

0.2% salphen in DMF was added and the solution was

stirred for 30 minutes. All solution was transferred into a

flotation cell of 1 L and 20 mL of m-xylene was added on

the surface of the solution. And nitrogen gas was bubbled for

20 minutes at the rate of 100 mL/min. A proper volume of

the m-xylene solvent was taken by a pipette for the measure-

ment of AAS absorbance. A series of standard solutions

including several gradient concentrations of analytes were

treated with the same procedure as the sample to make a

calibration curve. 

For the recovery test, given volume of analyte solutions

were spiked to 1.000 mL sample solution to make the

concentrations of 0.3, 0.8 and 0.04 mg/L for Ni(II), Co(II)

and Cu(II), respectively. These solutions were also treated

with the same procedure as sample. 

Results and Discussion

Extraction constants of metal-salphen complexes. The

extraction mechanism and extraction equilibrium constant

was necessary to be examined for the metal-salphen com-

plexes because the efficiency of solvent sublation was

strongly influenced by the solvent extraction. And such basic

studies might be helpful to understand the stoichiometry for

the formation of metal complexes with the salphen. 

On the other hand, the basic studies such as a mechanism,

a mathematical treatment and so on have been performed for

the solvent sublation. Valsaraj et al. had studied the proce-

dure of the solvent sublation in several papers.11,12 The

solvent sublation technique of a batch method was used to

remove chlorinated pesticides from environmental aqueous

samples in 1986. The procedure was examined to develop an

efficient removal of the pesticides in the work.11 And the

separation and determination of pentachlorophenol (PCP),

one kind of environmental hormone, was done using the

solvent sublation technique by them in 1991.12 The PCP was

bound with a surfactant of hexadecyltrimethylammonium

bromide(HTMAB) in a basic range of pH 8-9 to form a

neutral compound. The bond was dependent on the ionic

character of PCP. Besides, Yujuan et al. looked into mathe-

Table 1. 1H NMR spectrum of synthesized salphen in CDCl3 solvent

Peak 1 (CH2) 2 (CH2) 3 (CH) 4-7 (CH2) 8 (OH)

δ 6.890

6.914

6.938

δ 7.042

7.069

δ 8.643 δ 7.230

~7.404

δ 11.019

Scheme 1. The synthesis of salphen.
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matical mechanism minutely for the solvent sublation of

some materials by using surfactants of cetylpyridinium

chloride (CPC) and dodecylbenzenesulfonic (LDBS) acid.13

In this study, a synergistic effect was shown on the sublation

of environmental materials by the use of the surfactants. 

In this work, the solvent sublation was utilized to concen-

trate trace amount of ion in a small volume of solvent from

the large volume sample solution. For this sublation, we can

derive some equations from the extraction mechanism of

metal-salphen complexes.14 The procedure was done to be

applied in other case of sublation in this laboratory.

At first, the salphen was dissociated in a basic solution as

following: 

H2salphen = 2H+ + salphen2− (1)

The dissociated salphen2− ion formed a complex with

divalent metal ions. 

aM2+ + b(salphen2−) = c(M − salphen)  (2)

The metal-complex could be extracted into m-xylene. 

c(M−salphen) = c(M − salphen)org  (3)

Therefore, the total equation could be expressed as a

chemical equation (4).

aM2+ + b(salphen2−) = c(M − salphen)org  (4)

In these equations, the subscript of aq which meant an

aqueous solution was not used. The subscript org was an

organic layer. In order to obtain stoichiometric values of a, b

and c in the equations, the complexes were extracted at the

constant concentration of metal ions by increasing the concen-

tration of salphen under given conditions. The concentrations

of metal ions extracted were calculated from the AAS

absorbance data. The extracted metallic concentration was

increased with the increase of salphen with a normal propor-

tionality. That is, the slope was nearly 1. The slope of 1

meant 1 : 1 complexes of metal ions and salphen. Therefore,

the equation (4) could be expressed as equation (5). 

M2+ + salphen2− = (M − salphen)org  (5)

The extraction constant (Kex) of metal-salphen was

calculated with an equation (6). The distribution coefficient

(D) was the ratio of the total concentration of extracted metal

ion as a salphen complex to the total concentration of

remained metal ion. 

 (6)

In this equation, D was given as an equation (7). 

 (7)

The logarithmic value (logKex) of the extraction constants

was 3.27-5.07 as shown in Table 2. From these large values,

it could be known that three kinds of analytes were quanti-

tatively sublated into m-xylene from the aqueous sample. 

Effect of pH on solvent sublation efficiency. A stable

complex of metal-salphen should be formed for the effective

solvent sublation of it. But the formation of the complex was

strongly influenced by solution pH because the salphen was

a weak dibasic acid as shown above. Conclusively the sub-

lation of metal-salphen was significantly dependent upon the

pH. 

Therefore, the extraction efficiency of salphen complexes

of Ni(II), Co(II) and Cu(II) was investigated by the solvent

sublation technique changing the pH of aqueous solution

from 4 to 10. The buffer solution was added to 1 L of the

aqueous solution to control the solution pH. Three kinds of

ions were presented at the concentration of 20 mg/L. And

these solutions were treated with the given procedure in

experimental section. The absorbances of metals extracted in

20 mL of m-xylene were measured by flame AAS. 

As shown in Figure 1, the maximum plateau of the

absorbance for three elements appeared in the basic solution

of more than pH 8. The phenomena could be explained with

fact that -OH functional groups in the salicylaldehyde

binding on both side of imine was easily dissociated to -O−

in such basic solution to form the coordination bond with

metal ions.12 The coordination bond could occur by the large

ability of electron pair donation to metal ions.15 

Flotation ability according to the type of surfactant. In

general, a surfactant can help the flotation of some precipi-

tates or complex ions by making their surface or interface

hydrophobic from hydrophilic property to be partitioned into

an organic solvent from the aqueous solution.16 That is, the

materials make a bond with the hydrophilic site of the

surfactant in order to be hydrophobic. Therefore the hydro-

phobic materials are easily separated from an aqueous

solution to be floated on the surface by a gas bubbling. And

the surfactants are divided to three kinds of cationic, anionic

Kex = 
M salphen–[ ]org

M
2+[ ] salphen

2−[ ]⋅
------------------------------------------------- = 

D

salphen
2−[ ]

------------------------------

D = 
M salphen–[ ]org

M
2+[ ]

-------------------------------------------

Table 2. Solvent extraction data and extraction constants at equilibrium

[salphen] log Kex [salphen] log Kex [salphen] log Kex

Ni(II) 1.9 ×  10−5 3.65 Co(II) 1.17 ×  10−5 3.86 Cu(II) 4.33 × 10−6 5.49

4.09 ×  10−5 3.37 2.11 ×  10−5 3.75 8.21 × 10−6 5.36

5.55 ×  10−5 3.28 2.52 ×  10−5 3.65 1.17 × 10−5 5.23

6.85 ×  10−5 3.21 3.19 ×  10−5 3.58 1.43 × 10−5 4.97

8.96 ×  10−5 3.16 3.66 ×  10−5 3.51 1.73 × 10−5 4.89

1.02 ×  10−4 3.11 4.12 ×  10−5 3.46 2.01 × 10−5 4.83

1.22 ×  10−4 3.07 4.73 ×  10−5 3.41 2.15 × 10−5 4.73

5.46 ×  10−5 3.37
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and neutral ones. The complexes can be associated with the

surfactant depending on the polarity of them to make a

neutral or weak polar materials.17 

In this work, the effect of surfactants on the sublation

efficiency of metal-salphen complexes was investigated by

using cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) and cetyl-

pyridine chloride (CPC) as cationic ones, sodium lauryl

sulphate (SLS) as a anionic, and Triton X-100 as a neutral

(Fig. 2). Unexpectedly, the low sublation efficiency was

obtained for most of analytes compared to the case without

the surfactant. The reason of low efficiency could be consi-

dered that there was the formation of neutral metal-salphen

complexes as well as the insolubility of surfactants in m-

xylene. But even the cause could not be explained, only

copper-salphen complex under the addition of triton-X 100

showed much higher efficiency than other ions. Therefore

any surfactants were not used because all of the complexes

should be simultaneously sublated. 

Function of auxiliary reagents for the synergistic sub-

lation. In order to enhance the extraction efficiency of metal

complexes, some synergistic function has been utilized by

using a proper reagent.18,19 It was known that there were

many kinds of auxiliary reagents for a solvent extraction. In

this work, three kinds of salts such as NaClO4, KSCN and

tetrabutylammonium bromide (TBABr) were used to

enhance the sublation efficiency of metal-salphen complexes.

As shown in Figure 3, the addition of NaClO4 provided the

best efficiency for all analytes. 

Such good efficiency could be explained with salting-out

effect by the addition of NaClO4. The NaClO4 has a very

strong ionic property compared to other two salts so that the

anti electric constant can be decreased in an aqueous

solution. In this case, 0.1 mol/L of NaCl was added to water

samples for the purpose of adjustment of ionic strength so

that its salting-out effect was not enough to decrease the anti

electric constant. The constant was inversely proportional to

the stability constant of complexes.20 Therefore, NaClO4

was selected as an auxiliary reagent. 

And the concentration of NaClO4 was optimized to obtain

the good effect in this solvent sublation. The extraction

efficiency of the complexes was investigated by changing

the concentration of the NaClO4 which was varied up to 0.4

mol/L. A maximum plateau of the extraction was obtained at

the higher concentration than 0.2 mol/L NaClO4 solution for

three elements. But the addition of much high concentration

decreased the extraction efficiency because other kinds of

the floated materials interfered with the flotation of metal-

salphen complexes for their sublation. Therefore 0.2 mol/L

of NaClO4 was used in the sample solution. Sometimes the

absorbance of the elements extracted tended to be increased

somewhat by the addition of NaClO4 in the case of Co(II)

and Cu(II).

And the range of optimum pH was also shifted to an acidic

range by the addition of NaClO4 as shown in Figure 4. That

is, the maximum plateau of the absorbance was started from

pH 6. This change could be explained by this fact that

NaClO4 could suppress the dissociation of salphen to

phenylenediamine and salicylaldehyde even in a weak acidic

solution. And compared to salen, it could be known that the

selectivity and stability of metal complexes were increased

in a weak acidic range because of the presence of phenyl

group in salphen.

Sublation ability depending upon the type of solvent.

There are several limits in the selection of solvent for a

Figure 1. Effect of pH on solvent sublation of metal-salphen
complexes into m-xylene.

Figure 2. Effects of various surfactants on solvent sublation of
analytes with m-xylene under other optimum conditions.

Figure 3. Extraction efficiency of metal-salphen complexes accord-
ing to the type of salt.
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solvent sublation.20,21 The solvent must have a good affinity

to the complexes for the efficient partition of them to a

solvent and has to be lighter than an aqueous solution

because the complexes have to be floated upward by a gas

bubbling. And it should have a low volatility to prevent the

big variation of the volume for the bubbling duration. In

addition, the solvent should not provide a significant

background in the absorbance measurement of flame-AAS.

Several solvents such as m-xylene, methyl isobutyl ketone

(MIBK) and n-hexane were studied for the effective sub-

lation of metal-salphen complexes. These solvent were

water immiscible and lighter than water. As shown Figure 5,

Ni(II)-salphen was efficiently extracted into n-hexane and

Co(II) complex was extracted into MIBK well. But m-

xylene was used as a solvent in this case because it could

sublate three kinds of analyte ions simultaneously. Such

effective extraction was explained with a structural

similarity by the presence of aromatic ring between salphen

and m-xylene. The Ni(II)-salphen complex extracted into m-

xylene could be confirmed by the appearance of its own

color of reddish brown in the solvent. 

Bubbling velocity and time of nitrogen gas. As describ-

ed previously, the solvent sublation was a combined method

of flotation and solvent extraction. Firstly, a proper form of

metal-salphen complex should be floated from a bulk

solution to the surface of the solution and the complex was

extracted into a solvent. The flotation was a very important

step for the sublation of the complex. A nitrogen gas was

widely and frequently bubbled to float the complexes

because the gas was inert and cost-effective. 

And the size of the bubbles was so small that the interface

between the gas and solution should be large for the

effective flotation. The bubbling rate must to be adjusted to

obtain a proper size of the bubbles and the bubbling time

was also important to float and keep the complexes on the

surface.22 In this experiment, the highest sublation efficiency

could be obtained for three elements by bubbling of the N2

gas for 20 minutes at the rate of 100 mL/min. If the bubbling

time were much longer, the bubble size increased and the

floated complexes were redistributed into the bulk solution,

resulting in low sublation efficiency.23 

Interference of concomitant ions in the analysis of real

samples. Usually there are kinds of elements in water samples,

especially at high content in sea water. Such concomitant

ions can interfere with the solvent sublation of these three

kinds of trace elements.15 In some case, the concomitant ions

can interfere with the salphen complex formation of analyte

ions by the formation of their more stable complexes, as a

result, their complexes can be co-extracted with analyte

complexes so that much more ligand such as salphen is

necessary for the complete extraction of analytes. 

In this work, the interferences of concomitant ions were

investigated by adding the ions to the solution of given

concentration of Ni(II), Co(II) and Cu(II) up to twice of their

average concentration in sea water. As shown Table 3, the

absorbance of three analyte elements extracted were

Figure 4. The effect of pH on solvent sublation of metal-salphen
complexes into m-xylene in presence of NaClO4.

Figure 5. The effect of organic solvent type on the sublation
efficiencies of analytes under given optimum conditions.

Table 3. Concentration of the major and minor ions in sea water and their tolerance limits

Elements
Concentration in sea water* 

(mg/L)

Tolerance limit (mg/L) Some probable dissolved 

species*Ni (II) Co (II) Cu (II)

Sodium 1.08 × 104 − − − Na+

Potassium 3.80 × 102 − − − K+

Magnesium 1.29 × 103 − − − Mg2+

Iron 2 × 103 − − − Fe(OH)2+

Chromium 3 × 10−4 − − − Cr(OH)3
Zinc 5.0 × 10−4 0.5 1.0 0.5 ZnOH+

Manganese 2.0 × 10-4 1.0 0.5 0.5 Mn2+

Calcium 4.12 × 102 4.0 × 103 4.0 × 103 4.0 × 103 Ca2+

*Douglas A. Segar, “Introduction to OCEAN SCIENCES”, Wadsworth, Belmont, USA, 1998. 
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decreased at the coexistence of more than 0.5 mg/L Zn(II)

and Mn(II) and more than 4.0 × 103 mg/L Ca(II) in the

solution. But the interferences of Zn(II), Mn(II), Ca(II) and

other ions could be ignored in this experiment because their

concentration was less than the tolerance limits. 

Application of given procedure to real sample analysis.

The sublation procedure optimized previously was applied

to real samples of laboratory tap water and sea water to

evaluate the applicability. Two kinds of water samples were

filtered to remove the floated insoluble materials and 10 mL

of concentrated nitric acid was added to 10 L samples to

prevent the coagulation of some materials. After 1.0 L of

each sample was taken in an Erlenmeyer flask, the sample

was processed with the optimized procedure. 

Besides, two kinds of standard solutions were prepared by

adding a series of concentrations of the analytes into a de-

ionized water for the analysis of tap water and into the synthe-

sized sea water for sea water analysis. And the standard

solutions were treated with the same procedure as samples.

Calibration curves plotted were linear at R2 values of more

than 0.99. Only copper was detected in the tap water and

other elements were not detected in both of water samples as

shown Table 4. The copper was able to be detected with an

excellent sensitivity by flame AAS compared to other two

elements. 

A recovery test was performed to evaluate the reliability

of given method here. The analytes were added to 1.0 L of

real samples to be 0.3, 0.8 and 0.04 mg/L for nickel, cobalt

and copper respectively and the spiked samples were analy-

sed by given solvent sublation procedure. The recoveries of

97-115% were obtained. From the favorable recoveries, the

given method could be known to obtain the reliable analy-

tical results in such samples. 

Conclusion

 

The salphen could be used as an organic chelating agent to

form stable metal-complexes for the determination of trace

Ni(II), Co(II) and Cu(II) in water samples by a solvent sub-

lation technique. The complexes were formed in weak basic

solution, but the pH range could be shifted to more acidic

from pH 8 to 6 by the addition of proper concentration of

NaClO4. The salphen could form 1 : 1 complexes with these

ions and the complexes were relatively stable with a large

stability constant of log K between 3.27 and 5.07. The metal-

salphen complexes could be solvent-sublated without any

surfactants and the sublation efficiency could be increased

by adding NaClO4. The floated complexes were extracted

into m-xylene on the surface. It was confirmed that the

concomitant elements in real samples didn’t interfere with

the sublation up to twice of their average concentrations in

sea water. And the recovery of 97-115% obtained from the

spiked samples could make the proposed method reliable for

the analysis of these kinds of samples. 
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Table 4. Analytical results and recoveries of the three elements in water samples

Sample

Ni(II) Co(II) Cu(II)

Added
(mg/L)

Found
(mg/L)

Recovered
(%)

Added
(mg/L)

Found
(mg/L)

Recovered
(%)

Added
(mg/L)

Found
(mg/L)

Recovered
(%)

Tap-Water 0 − 0 − 0 0.009
0.300 0.307 101.7% 0.800 0.787 98.32% 0.040 0.056 115.5%

Sea-Water 0 − 0 − 0 −
0.300 0.294 97.9% 0.800 0.772 96.6% 0.040 0.046 114.5%

*Number of analysis, n = 5. *−: Not detected 


